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A word from the old poet. When I started Failed Haiku I was
just trying to provide senryu its own unique spot in the haikai
world. We all know what senryu is after all! It is haiku’s rowdy
love child!

Failed Haiku was to be a receptacle for 8-10,000 senryu from
some of the best poets we could find. Then we would just fade
away and be an island for others to draw on for inspiration. BUT,
that sure disappeared as an idea pretty quickly. We are many
times that total now. Tapping into the spirit of senryu as we did
the readers and poets just wouldn’t let it go. So I started getting
guest editors involved and now we have two fine co-editors.
Bryan and Kelly are as good as it gets and they possess the youth
and energy that I am now lacking. I love them for taking on the
day-to-day of Failed Haiku! Please embrace them as you did me!

So, it is time for me to slip off stage right and be more of a silent
contributor to Failed Haiku. I will be guest editing in the future,
maybe, but more and more as I get healthy again I will focus
entirely on the YouTube site and Failed Haiku’s presence in the
video side of the journal. Take care of your new editors, and take
a minute to subscribe to our Youtube channel.

Still alive and getting stronger every day. Wishing Peace and
Poetry to you all. I appreciate every one of you who made this
silly idea of mine work so well. Here is to the future!

Mike Rehling

https://www.youtube.com/c/FailedHaiku
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All Fools’ Day
poor joke becomes
fake news

Teiichi Suzuki



we wake up together winter fly

full moon
our fears
in XXL size

Vladislav Hristov



Reaching for the Button

explosion!
can't find the button
on the alarm

the tentacles
encircling her breadbasket

painting
the town red —
the regrets

so many vampires
in that neck
of the woods

kept alive
by Sputnik V

after the shots
the dwindling antibodies
to war

Ann Smith and Keith Evetts



another misunderstood box of cigarettes

too early for retirement although midnight

my senryu as a source of obstacles in her world

Pere Risteski



the universe expands-
my pregnant wife
to the seventh month

mortar fire
destroys a snowman
reconstruction begins

Vincenzo Adamo



train ride
passengers
net surfing

forgetful
limping along
the memory lane

post-it
to remind me of
the post-it

Lorelyn De la Cruz Arevalo



waiting room
the downward spiral
of what if

off to a place
where no one knows me
home

barkeep
tallying the tab
of everyone's story

Fender
when fretting
is OK

Pat Davis



news of the war
a one-sided conversation
with the dentist

advanced AI
my computer
refuses to work

death poem...
interrupted
by the cat



Malapropos…

trying to recall
what life was like
in his infantry

the heat
and the damn fries

she questions
the entomology
of "insect"

still not sure
who's
my favourite ant

raising another glass
to the red fragonfly

bottoms up
our childhood now
a distant mammary

Keith Evetts



little baby’s portrait
of her beautiful mother
longhair monster

ancient Rome
people read the history
of ancient Troy

Chen Xiaoou



energy crisis
she takes the thickest sweater
out of the closet

her way
his way...
how to fold a sweater

Deborah Karl-Brandt



ferryman’s coins
darkening vignettes
around my eyes

gender assignment the definite or an indefinite article

quantum mechanics
knowing when to clap
in the jazz bar

golfer’s stories
putting the moon
in its place



John Hawkhead



curtains wide
hoping someone
will notice me

holding him
in the morning light
shipwrecked dreams

Patricia Hawkhead



Rishikesh, India, 1974

the guru
will lay on his bed of nails
if you pay his monkey

our guide tells us
gurus eat religiously, pray religiously
and religiously take your money

the approach to the bridge
crossing the ganges to the ashrams
lined with rich lepers

maharishi’s ashram
he is gone for the hot summer
cooler in his swiss mansion

standing in the ganges
my sins cleansed
from my knees down

Tom Blessing



lingering over
the last drop of coffee
late already

butterfly
today my words lack
descriptiveness

winter sky
she shields her tears
from the sun

Rehn Kovacic



Friday commute home
clouds moving faster
than traffic

non-stop crickets
the energy it takes
to explain myself

freshly mowed lawn
grass and weeds blend
into just green

late summer peaches
one bite tells me
the rest is jam

Adelaide B. Shaw



helping me
not to make the bed
cat

two Grateful Dead songs followed by dead air

mending fences family chores

cancer ward I try not to fit in

Roberta Beach Jacobson
twitter.com/beach_haiku

http://twitter.com/beach_haiku


evacuees
crowded into trains . . .
ashes in the snow

Anna Cates



Almost Famous

The guy sitting next to me leans close and asks,” Did you ever see One
Flew Over the Cucoo’s Nest?” After suggesting that I buy him a drink,
he launches into a detailed account of his personal connection to the
locally made film.”Do you remember the scene where the patients are
taking medications in those little plastic cups?” And finally,” I was the
guy who delivered those cups in my truck.” I order another round for
the almost famous man.

topless bar
jaded patrons
watching T.V.

John Budan



stuck inside the house
humidifiers wail

…water heater dead

Wayne Kingston



New Year's Eve
do you want to save
the changes

troubling dreams
loose tea eludes
the infuser

resting geese...
not yet up
for a kigo

Brad Bennett



garbed in leather
a dominatrix trains
her bonsai

coach sends in
the team's only girl
to placekick

JOHN J. DUNPHY



morning fog
mum phones me
with her tv remote

no time left
to clear the air
sink hole

Reid Hepworth



turning right
the GPS insists
she knows a better way

sharing a pizza
conversation drifts
to UFOs

daylight savings time—
wishing I could turn the clock back
fifty years

church lady
a fly explores
the back of her hat

vacation rental
all flowers in the yard
Plastic

Joseph P. Wechselberger



vacation memoir -
my naïve questioning
why the worry beads

social distancing
to 2 cups of longing add
one virtual hug

what's the secret
this mosquito has to tell -
i need not know

Gillena Cox



blood pressure
lottery numbers
all over the place

where tumbleweeds
meet barbed wire-
migraine

over and over
that same old song
ice cream truck

Scott Wiggerman



Lviv —
for safety
Jesus
is moved
to a bunker

a grocery store
burning —
as if
through the eyes
of a bird

Alan Peat



lunch date with my ex eating crow

puzzle pieces gone missing second stroke

long distance love
she puts a fragment
on my phrase

last rights
the stuttering priest
blesses me ten times

Bryan Rickert



Coronavirus
I too now
an alien

summer sunrise
a new title added to my Ph.D.
grandpa

divorce
she drives away
with the Tesla

lazy August day
my grandson's long conversation
with Big Bird and Buddha

Bruce H.Feingold



firefly
--sometimes
i get it

I lick my finger
to turn the page
e-book

crickets. . .
there's nothing left
to say

Debbie Olson



our last kiss
and teary goodbye—
hot wings

4 a.m. sculling
even Florida gators
still asleep

old stomped puddles
still avoiding
spring reunions

riffling book pages
I stop and gaze
at a daffodil

Richard L. Matta



Lavana Kray



“I’ll be brief”—
yet his welcome drags into
a keynote speech

leadership retreat
told to stare at each other
for five minutes

John Zheng



dawn mist
all that lies behind
Rebecca's veil

in the gap
between those stars ...
may I?

Ravi Kiran



old puzzle in the attic –
the pieces of myself
I’m still looking for

peach flowers...
the sudden memory
of my grandma’s jams

group photo
among our smiles
my cat’s composure

tête-à-tête
candlelight dinner
with smartphones in hand

Oscar Luparia
https://issuu.com/oscarluparia

https://issuu.com/oscarluparia


third coffee
just before dawn
new haiku

it thundered again
in the city park
they close their chessboards



Wiesław Karliński



second trimester deciphering the Rorschach test

freezing rain
on the power line–
my sagging belly

inside the cow’s kick the scent of lightning

winter solstice
i take darkness
into the funeral home

Jim Krotzman



summer bonfires
our embers
compete with fireflies

on my birthday
I push my face up
finding the girl I was

under a sickle moon
they cut
the crops by hand

Adele Evershed
@AdLibby1

https://twitter.com/adlibby1


autumn walk
grandpa's tale
for each tree

Christopher Calvin



howling at the moon a pack of lies

the nature channel
watching a hungry cougar
stalk a young buck

Grateful Friend

About thirty years ago, our family became members of The Religious
Society of Friends. Sometime shortly after, while trying to describe
the essence of a Quaker meeting to an old friend of mine, I compared
the feeling of collective consciousness one hopes to attain during a
silent meeting for worship, with the experience of a Grateful Dead
concert, without the music . . . or the drugs.

One Sunday, a few weeks later, about halfway through meeting, my
friend; and soon-to-be Friend, wheeled his bike into the room and
took a seat.

squeaky wheel
a Friend arrives late
silence pauses

rick jackofsky



sister-to-sister talk
mum reveals her
younger self

train journey
talking throughout he leaves
without an adieu

hospital bed
i skydive into
haiku

Richa Sharma



she recites Bashō
yet the pond
is empty

village church bell
its toll gathers
the mourners

daily news
a fish bone
in my throat

Christa Pandey



echoing static
his last message before crossing
the event horizon

gluons
the bonds
of sisterhood

Pandemic Resolutions
a cento

post-peak pandemic
traveling
back in time

first date—
the open mouth
of a gargoyle

a higher standard
of solitude—
take-out for one



The Next Nuclear Strike

A is for atom, splitting above them. B is for blast radius, larger than tsar
bomba. C is for the casualties, of which there were many. D is for death,
mercifully quick for thousands. E is for the EMP, taking out emergency
communication before the event. F is for fires sweeping through freeway
escapes.

flames lick
bough branches
the frozen cat

G is for gashes flying glass carved on survivors. H is for hellhounds some
swear they saw roaming the wreckage. I is for the inflammatory rhetoric
on both sides leading to today. J is for judgment of many for the sins of a
few. K is for kismit keeping her from making the morning train into the
city. M is for the mortician blown into his own casket. N is for the next city
erased—and the next and the next…

infinity sign
pinch point—
the past repeats

P is for peaceful protests unheeded. Q is for quotidian mornings
interrupted. R is for requiems written as they died. S is for sutures sewn by
the last surviving surgeon. T is for thyroid cancer spikes dozens of years
later. U is for undulations of the mushroom cloud as it grew. V is for the
veracity of eyewitness reports questioned by many as fake news. W is for
weapons worse than this one. X is for the xenophobia both sides espoused.
Y is for you and the choices you now make. Z is for the zenith our
civilization never reached.

in the sunlight
a plane glimmers—
shrapnel



Colleen M. Farrelly



long day
looking for the moon
in the rear view mirror

worrying about
the built-in obsolescence
of us

Ann Smith



my melancholy
refuses to make sense
of sunshine

my blood
velvet coal wine
the poem you make of me

floating
inside me, all the words
he’ll never say

C.X.Turner
Twitter @lover__poetic

https://www.instagram.com/lover__poetic/


tornado
why die all tensed up
back to sleep

Norman Crocker



wrinkles...
the folded corners
of an origami

no ring...
has he forgotten
my phone number?

Rosa Maria Di Salvatore



Victoria's Secret
my girlfriend's  sideway glance
at  the shop girl’s breasts

the dog-eared pages
of Alice in Wonderland
Covid staycation

alone again
in a cheap motel room
the hum of my laptop

Laughing Buddhas
sit according to price tags
temple gift shop

Chen-ou Liu
@ericcoliu

https://twitter.com/ericcoliu


outriders escort
an entourage of ministers
traffic jam

too much fanfare
for such a narrow road

Christina Chin & M. R. Defibaugh

craving puddles
the boy-within jumps into
an empty sound

toot-toot toot-toot
the toy train going in circles

M. R. Defibaugh & Christina Chin



still listening
for his whistle
dad’s shed

steak night
I ask about
the vegan options

eating sticky rice
with mango
holiday romance

Louise Hopewell
https://louisehopewellwriter.wordpress.com/

https://louisehopewellwriter.wordpress.com/


except for the blush
the new moon & I
just friends

in lieu
of a chiropractor
the hardwood floor

older than her redwood
the myth of immortality
she holds onto

Robert Epstein



smell of coffee
smile of a barista
let the day begin

Shasta Hatter



my age
older than those trees
younger than the hills

Bruce Jewett



patience . . .
one thing I wish
I hadn't lost

so full of senryu
my belly button
popped out

torrid sex—
if these sheets could talk
they'd ask for more

dream date . . .
we agree to meet
at the cerebral cortex

Richard Grahn
Richard's Poets Hub Blog

https://poets.drifting-sands-haibun.org/category/all-poet-blogs/blogs-r/richard-grahn/


me,my shadow
dinner for two -
coronavirus

Antonio Mangiameli



KITTYBONGA

sunflowers
high wide and unapologetically
handsome

social media
lending my last
two cents worth

father's day
the overpowering notes
of single malt

cloud shadows
the case for
devils and angels



Michael Henry Lee



hiding her face
behind a book
hint of war

Maria Concetta Conti



mammography
an avenue of cypresses
on the desktop

sunflowers
my fear finds
a way out

Carmela Marino



expecting an old friend . . .
mail call
at the nursing home

extra postage
on your letter
the depth of my love

wing walking . . .
a flight attendant
learns self-defense

world melting pot
the Olympic flame
extinguished

Ronald K. Craig



HAVE YOU SEEN

towering black gods hurling lightning bolts and thundering
displeasure? gnarly old men of the woods groaning through rotting
maws, their taloned feet clinging to ancient rocks? driftwood hounds
baying from bleached roots? goblins silhouetting between dark pines
at sunset? pallid faces crying from wallpaper or marble tiles?
elephants eroding from sandstone cliffs? unicorns striding through
white cumulus?
Is it my imagination creating this other world around me? Or perhaps
it’s an alternate reality which I can only glimpse. I don’t drink, smoke
strange substances or pop pills. My bride thinks I am a little
"touched", but my mother loved me nevertheless.

waiting an eternity
to fly across the moon
stone witch

Bryan Cook



sound of his car
at mid-night
driving us apart

neither here nor there
a hole in the pocket
of my favourite coat

in the reading room
whispering about
the new librarian

they are hidden
in my bookcase -
all the words I need

nun in the sun
kicking the habit
of a lifetime

Herb Tate



waiting for you
at the train station
five more minutes

Nani Mariani



his wife
co-editor, co-writer
not on the cover

building
a wall between neighbors
spring leaves

split ends
part of the story
disappears

changing husbands
she keeps the same initials
and monogrammed linen

false advertising
after my surgery
prosthetic bra

Ingrid Bruck
www.ingridbruck.com

http://www.ingridbruck.com/


drunk on verse
he staggers off
another stanza

wine nouns
bourbon verbs
your tipsy words

who cares who won the game detached living room

Geoff Pope



comma
the deep breath
I forget to take

his last birthday
we all shared
the same wish

Lafcadio



City Lights

I look at the menu board behind the counter. A barista is waiting
patiently for my order. The list has all these fancy names and I’m a
little lost. I ask for a normal cup of coffee. The barista tilts his head,
amusement tugging at the corners of his lips. He rattles off the
different sizes available. Normal, I repeat. His grin widens as he asks
for my name. Ten minutes later, I’m seated at a corner table in the
crowded cafe, holding a paper cup of coffee with my misspelt name.

bumper to bumper
the sun slips down
a skyscraper

***

bitter

some windswept days lie stuffed in the gutters; prickly lumps choking
the throat of the empty house. she hardly bothers now:

if it rains - it rains
let the eaves weep

post divorce
all the unsaid

in her coffee

Firdaus Parvez



kitchen–
the smell of cleanser
masks my regrets

a meal
of fading vegetables
–my life as soup

birthday
bright paper packages
-the disappointment of socks

Simon Wilson



holding her hand
until she lets go
assisted dying

it didn't flutter
until it was discarded
this old paper heart

this cluttered study
overwhelmed by emptiness
Dad's armchair

Jonathan Aylett



roadside sunrise
memories of long ago
school buses

spring wind
tracing her spine
with my memory

B.A. France
Twitter: @b_a_france

https://twitter.com/b_a_france?lang=en


in answer to the owl
I cook for myself
if you must know

heat wave
again I turn
sweaty side up

my weekly cigar
all the men
I might have been

my tumor
the size of no fruit
the doctor can think of

Marsh Muirhead



daylight savings
bathroom scale
a pound behind

what tastes
like the 7th chord (b5)
dark chocolate

granddaughter
demonstrates the wingspan
the swan in her mind

Ron Scully



INTO MY SEVENTIES
STILL KICKING BUTT
AT SCRABBLE

night terrors . . .
rejections flooding
my morning inbox

mom’s album
in her opinion
it’s all black & white

ten foot privacy hedge
the neighbors suspect
we are giants

Barrie Levine



pest control
learning to think
like a rodent

going where
the wind takes me-
rotary clothesline

low impact cardio everything working out

karmic ripple my memory banks go retrograde

Cynthia Anderson
http://www.cynthiaandersonpoet.com/

http://www.cynthiaandersonpoet.com/


dusk ...
grandpa's eyes
on not so far horizon

clear sky
through smoke rings
those pines

Devoshruti Mandal



Atlantic breeze—
the gaps
in my plaid shirt

retired now
front windows cleaned
inside and out

long grass
around the bench
the bench I made for you

in the centre
of the eye of your cat
you smiling

bare rocks
the need to point out
absent things

Tony Williams



steam ironed
my best dress ready
for him to wrinkle

no harbor today
we share canned tomatoes
in the airless cockpit

me and my dolls
mud pies
after the rain

Pris Campbell



Photo:  Pris Campbell
Senryu:  Alan Peat



poet's estate sale
his letters of rejection
A sled named Rosebud

Bart Greene
https://bartgreene.com/

https://bartgreene.com/


hot afternoon
the milky spit-bubble king
of the fourth grade

rough skin on my elbow
something to explore
in the dark

a river stone in each pocket
my thoughts have widened
and slowed

Patrick Sweeney



walking the dog
in my pajamas
Sunday best

the teacup
cracked two years ago
still whole

Allyson Whipple
Twitter: @quatrainquilts

https://mobile.twitter.com/quatrainquilts


Valentine’s Day
the paint on the park bench
still not dry

stormy winds
closing yet another door
in her life

genes
sharing the last piece of cake
grandma and i

war homeless
the worrying eyes of
the dog in his lap

Minal Sarosh



75th birthday
another tie to hang
in the closet

backyard gate
his shadow leaves
before him

evening shadows
the lingering taste
of desire

family reunion
speaking about myself
in third person

Nika



her handwriting
on faded recipe cards
sweet memories…

second chid—
the t rex evolves
into a baby doll

a real solution—
the imaginary line
dividing their bedroom

Sharon Walter



Finland
always ice
somewhere

her hot invitation
the itch spreads
where you scratch

David Watts



new neighbors
an old Airstream
and a newborn

the conga line
led by a girl
with a broken arm

Christine Wenk-Harrison



icy raindrops
cutting through
the clothes

cars in water
hanging on
to each other

David Chek Ling Ngo
Twitter: @chek_ngo



memory book . . .
I find in the dust
another universe

diagnosis . . .
through the door in my head
another twilight

Ivan Gaćina



helmets the weave of my beanie

pine cones
at the foot of a hill
Easter

crescent moon
the radio plays
a break-up tune

Adrian Bouter



Headlines

war ...

what remains
from the remnants
soldiers' uniform

under the rubble

child's cry
in a mother's call
echoed echoes

their torn love letters

pressed flower
wait to be picked up
peace memorial

***

surprise rains
crow's caw stuck
between the branches



cold rains ...
the smell of fireplace
in my dress

Lakshmi Iyer



gibbous moon
a fortune teller draws
my U-turn

library lawn
bookworms graze
page by page

samsara
the sea I'm in
once a shore

global warming
pruning down
spring saijiki

Srinivasa Rao Sambangi



brother's hand removes
the children's fridge art
spring clean

sunday mass the child dances towards the pew

she dances
to imagined music
cold shower

Bernadette O'Reilly



eating
my words everyday
diet crash

pointing fingers
at each other
vote ink

Daya Bhat



twilight
dancing with my shadow
what a great partner

on my hands and knees
I blow a baby spider
out the door.

Genie Nakano
genienakano.com

http://genienakano.com/


anticipation -
cactus seeds
in the backyard

fragile life -
hot glass bowl
in cold water

forgetting the past -
fungus grows
on stale bread

watering a dead plant -
the lies
we make up

Ashesh Das



I am human
said computer voice

James Study



Territorial Pissings
the Millenials still arguing
about Courtney Love

espresso
the darkness of 3 AM
still in his eyes

Department of Transportation
we all sit quietly
in our assigned area

Joshua St. Claire



slicing the apple
at its equator—
stargazing

yesterday’s snow
recedes …
a familiar hairline

third-grade whimsy ...
tromping through snow
i carry my coat

Deborah Burke Henderson



my new haiku
nothing more to axe -
perfect!

Pitt Büerken



end of holidays still on holiday

first of April
a bouquet the colour
of guilt

restrictions ease
surrounding houses
creep closer

mountain retreat
I receive a postcard
of a molehill

words with friends
a triple word score
with basho

Bee Jay
https://beejay40.blogspot.com

https://beejay40.blogspot.com/


below the STOP sign —
a sticker reads
climate change

oyster —
my hard shell
protects a soft centre

a large slug
never travels far —
the remote

Rohan Buettel



her gossip
how the dust motes
rise and resettle

security question
I couldn’t remember
my dream job

googling
an old flame
night rain

yesterday—
I cannot leave
things alone

Sondra J. Byrnes



lavender leaf smear
scent takes me back

Hokkaido

calendar erased
quarantined health

tolling
virus
bell

Wayne Kingston



an accident of war--
somewhere in the world
my half-brother

shopping spree--
for the old lady
new hiking boots

corpse pose trying to get used to it

my lucky day--
gagging
on a tranquilizer

Ruth Holzer



long marriage—
a flamingo balances
on the other leg

morning stroll
a squirrel’s tail
thumps stillness

blind date ...
he twirls his mustache
as introduction

Neena Singh



Drano & single malt

It is Excavation Day, 9 a.m. The early jackhammering's subsided. I'm
standing in the front yard rubbing my bleary eyes and stubbled chin
as I gaze at the large fluorescent orange backhoe perched for attack in
my driveway. It'll be a ten-foot ditch through concrete, dirt, birch
roots, and foetid biohazard sludge-slime to expose the busted sewer
line. Major surgery, major bucks. Strangely captivated, I watch the
plumbing team in their spiffy logo'd overalls prepare to expose a pale
gray, grease- and what-not-clogged 6" artery for a replacement and a
complete re-line procedure. Well, I just can't help but think of my
poor father — if only they could have excavated his thorax and
relined his coronaries. Only 73 . Oh, if only. I start getting all
worked-up and teary, turn around, and head back to the warm
kitchen.  Somehow it's already been a long day; now where the hell's
that shotglass?

his heart monitor —
oh, how I remember
the bip bip bip... _____

Mark Meyer



fishing together
a little nibble
on her ear

faint rumblings
she ponders the sky
beyond his umbrella

what goes around
comes around
hula hoop

Robert Witmer



missing manhole
my gaze stuck
in its depths

Neera Kashyap



kaleidoscope –
now and then a new smile
on the baby's face

Krzysztof Kokot



scent of violets
over the snow-covered garden
my grandma's laundry

the frog
goes out of focus -
click and plop

his best suit…
grandpa leads the dance
at my wedding

subway lights
in everyone's eyes
the Facebook logo

Kristina Todorova



open top car
bouncing into the distance
a soft silk scarf

new boots
crushing old stones--
Ukraine streets

Marilyn Ward



How She Made It Through

Her collection. I loved them so much, and she adopted them. I finally
left them with her at the care facility, in sparkly pouches she kept in
her bed. When I visited we spread them out all over the lobby coffee
table or on her tray table. She moved them to match, flowers with
flowers, words with words, people with people. Sometimes she
shared a set with a friend in a neighboring bed and they looked as if
they had acquired secret treasure. This one was the most tattered
with love. I found it in her butterfly walker bag and I still keep it there
by my bedside.

a friend's art
and poems speak so well
to my mother
I know we are sisters
with "flower power"

inspired by Alexis Rotella' image "Flower Power" from postcard in my
mother's collection (next page)





how we fit together
without fighting
pieces of sky

squirrel claws
his gentle
high five

center of the earth
i dip my spoon into
strawberry iced yogurt

Kath Abela Wilson



in a second-hand shop
an eternity ring
on sale

leaf strewn street—
my reflection
in a passing hearse

state of emergency—
the toddler puts her mask
on her favorite doll



Corine Timmer



isolation ...
learning to live anew
without Facebook

war and peace ...
migratory birds
know better

Natalia Kuznetsova



nursing
the baby
opens a fist

along the shore
another popsicle stick
washed by waves

Jenny Fraser



100 year flood every other year

heavily meditated sleeping buddha

airboat rides the alligator's  grin

jalopy
the jumper cables
riding shotgun

Marilyn Ashbaugh



walking away from the cliff
I rehearsed
suicide in my mind

day after funeral
Papa's favourite jasmine
all in bloom

the detachment of a falling star

Ram Chandran



baking a cake-
that burn hole
on mom’s apron

spring rain
the mud snail wiggles out
of its comfort zone

loneliness
I rearrange the spice jars
yet again

sudden rain-
she puts the argument
on hold

Mona Bedi



Second Skin

going braless to the support group

free balling the guy’s night out

alternate tuning the g-string

his jock strap stuffed with socks

a pair of Spanx to hold in her shame

dirty laundry our tangled intimates

***

Freaky Sajiki

texting i for o I live haiku

turkey vultures circling my kigo

high in the treetops "kireji...kireji"

date night all fragment no phrase

forest walk your shasei and mine

after three beers my fart senryu

Terri L. French and Bryan Rickert



What about Anne?

Dreamt I found two stray cats and wanted to name them after the
Bronte sisters. I remembered Emily’s name but couldn’t think of the
other one. It was a long, frustrating dream. Finally I woke up,
remembered Charlotte, went back to sleep and named the other cat.

bedtime story
reading Dr. Seuss
to Thing 3

Terri L. French



reading lesson
she recites the alphabet
letter by letter

water leak
holding back
my laughter

Stella Damarjati



family hike
tripping
over exposed roots

First Impressions

I'm standing on my tiptoes, chin on the counter at Shillito's. The clerk
carefully folds the dress, wrapping it in tissue paper before placing it
into its box. This one is my favorite. It has capped sleeves, a chocolate
brown bodice, and a white and brown checked skirt. I look up at Mom
and smile. Her Mary Tyler Moore flip is pure glamour. Jet black
beauty from the bottle and she wears it well. Today it's just the two of
us, Mother and Daughter. Downtown, hobnobbing with the cologned
cosmopolitan,  before jostling our boxes back onto the bus headed
home.

mother's touch:
fastening
the last button

Mary Arnold



bereaved
he polishes
a brass figurine

two boys
play conkers
the vinegar cheat wins



Angling

My kid bro and I.  Never did we reel in a grayling, trout or salmon.  Or
even cast a fly.  Whenever we got together though, off we’d go,
angling in our own special way.

Kid Bro lived down south, his house an easy walk from ‘The Anglers’,
a pub overlooking a chalkstream river famous for fish.

We’d take a copper-topped table in the bay-window, me with a good
stout, he with a Coke.  And we’d chat.  Best buddies as well as
brothers.

***

The angling session I shall never forget was up my way.  The pub was
on the Welsh border.  It was called ‘The Bull’.

We’d been remembering our post-war Lancashire childhood when
Kid Bro fell silent.  I waited. And finally finding his voice again, but
only just, he told me he’d been diagnosed with brain shrinkage.

My brilliant bro…

It was the beginning of the end.

Beatles on low
the boy builds
radios for sale

Paul Beech



Eyes closed
listening to tonight’s thunder—
3...2...1…

Empty pockets—
another day spent with her
under neon lights

Nathan Nicolau
nathannicolau.com

http://nathannicolau.com/


climate debate
restless on my telescreen
a fly

wasteland
the contentment
of the herd

sakura
the unexpected lightness
of falling

after all that winter
the spot where the light
falls first

Eva Limbach
http://evamaria-limbach2.blogspot.de/

http://evamaria-limbach2.blogspot.de/


Night diary
I write the story
pine tree and moon

Maryam Qureshi
Twitter @miryamhussein





Debbie Strange
debbiemstrange.blogspot.com
@Debbie_Strange

http://debbiemstrange.blogspot.com/
https://twitter.com/debbie_strange


bagging trash
on a morning walk—
more bombs on tv

date night
finding a private place
to laugh

E. L. Blizzard



Etched

bees swarming
around the sunflower
fair-weather friends

promises you made
will you still love me tomorrow

the word "forever"
etched in wet cement
our glittered past

my sequin dress
doesn't fit me anymore
back to Goodwill

time capsule
my tarnished tiara

he calls my style
classic...
I'm queen for a day

Jackie Chou and Genie Nakano



Maxianne Berger



ancient temple
the peaceful flutter
of a hundred lamps

deserted ghat
I empty the urn
of your memories

installation art
I enter a room with
too many windows

glass icicles
she asks me whether
we can store Christmas

Anitha Varma



male menopause
the snowman too
has a paunch

the option
to wait or exit…
unresponsive page

Forgotten

One knows from the vibe of the place that he is in the park. A few
children are scared of the loud grunting noise he makes while jogging
around in the garden of fragrance.  He does not harm anyone. He
does not even talk. After the jog he rests against a leafless tree  and
then sits down under the same tree.

Dusk is gathering and he begins to play on his flute. The garden fills to
the brim with lilting notes. It has been many days since the garden is
silent.

cold lips
moonlight filters through
his flute

Arvinder Kaur



borders
to cross today
refugees

hopelessness
seeps into senryu
war crimes

Susan Bonk Plumridge



Winter Olympics
She prepares
Her knitting needles

I know
He remembers something
I don’t…
My childhood teddy bear

Anna Goluba
https://travellingbetweentheparallelworlds.blogsp
ot.com/

https://travellingbetweentheparallelworlds.blogspot.com/
https://travellingbetweentheparallelworlds.blogspot.com/


bare branches
in the sky
ma translated

worn afghan
Estee Lauder
lingers

boxes of
old photos
life in reverse

Susan Farner



disappearing
in the mountain stream
our inhibitions

hospice bed
the soft humming
of the night nurse

winter doldrums—
finally eating
the black licorice

Mark Forrester
http://buddha-rat.squarespace.com/

http://buddha-rat.squarespace.com/


Life Lessons from Flamingos

Your mouth has a sieve, so swallow experiences whole. Don’t worry if
you are wading most of the time. If needed, you will be able to swim
or fly. Don’t diss your gray feathers – they keep you warm. Wait.

a gentle blush
of slow pink tints
we earn our flamboyance

Kandala Singh
Instagram @kandalasingh



emancipated, we fight over territory

wildfires
the way trees
lean away

forgotten souls
in the potter's field
daffodils nodding

Ingrid Baluchi



MRI
concerto
for jackhammers

MRI diagnosis
the list of all
that I haven’t got

Eleonore Nickolay



kimchi the federal reserve’s incinerator

inbound
halfway there
Outbound

Robert Beveridge



marching band
the steady rhythm
of frog calls

spring landscaping—
I knead an art gum eraser
into clouds

furry dog belly
the way life
should be

Julie Bloss Kelsey
@MamaJoules on Twitter
@julieblosskelsey on Instagram



There Is Such a Place

the season inside—
I find Utopia
in my bellybutton (pp)

blood running
to paradise (jr)

in and of itself
the rainbow in the eye
of a bluebird (pp)

Atlantis
the steady glow
of the lighthouse (jr)

all the worlds possible
in a grain of sand (pp)

lost
in the infinite pattern
Kaleidoscope (jr)

Pippa Phillips (pp) and Jonathan Roman (jr)



in the library
of all the books
that will never be written
I keep on finding
my name

oil
shimmering
in my soup
the world seems so little
on a snow day

Pippa Phillips



neighbours gossip
I overhear
a songbird

mountain path
the melodious call
of a tea-seller

Hemapriya Chellappan
@Hemapriya17

https://twitter.com/hemapriya17?lang=en


Ed Bremson (poem) and
Hemapriya Chellappan (art)



lockdown blues
glint of fading sun on the
busker’s  sax

pool splash—
how the moon expands
Outwards

apology bouquet ~
wildflowers
the last to wilt

gliding through the pool
her legs slice
the moon

so cold her unslept
part of the bed
winter rain

JOE SEBASTIAN



folded inside
yesterday’s paper—
sleeping vagrant

evening news —
the anchor issues
a trigger warning

red state blue state—
a home healthcare worker
rations her own pills

Linda Papanicolaou



sitting alone
in her hospital room
paper cranes

she handwashes
one less dinner setting—
broken vows

roaring fire
a girl draws hearts on the
windowpane

C. Jean Downer
@cjeandowner

https://twitter.com/cjeandowner/with_replies


echo trail
the buffer zone
within a zoom

skipping stones
like our words
around the truth

social climber
sticking her limbs
into his orbit

Joanna Ashwell



new moon
hope begins
in darkness

a swing and a miss
for the batter -
haiku submission

bookstore greeter
the calico cat
purrs

Valentina Ranaldi-Adams



chemo reception
the man in the grey coat
walks me through

nirvana...
pulling the cherry lolly
from her lips

late breakfast ...
a queue of crows
on my neighbours roof

Robert Kingston



behind the facade
reconstruction...
widowhood

first question
how long?
widows meet

after the bang
still expanding
this grief

in the dirt
a heart balloon
deflating

Maurice Nevile



his text
i finished the self-help book
still un-answered

to mom
i admit
dad's stubbornness

in his pocket
the beach comber's
satisfied grin

my cursive
sometimes hers
old French teacher

Matt Snyder



first day back
classmates jostle to sign
their hero's plaster cast

paddle boarding
a passing boat knocks
the dog off-balance

her prized bedtime story
a little green man bursts
from his spacecraft





C Cynthia Rowe
www.cynthiarowe.com.au

http://www.cynthiarowe.com.au/


glass moon
hiding my fears
in grains of light

cumin seeds
even clouds seek their place

the oleander
survives the North wind ...
as I do





Anna Maria Domburg-Sancristoforo
https://ventodelgiorno.wordpress.com

https://ventodelgiorno.wordpress.com/


digging through
my desolation—
scrape of the spade

out of carrots—
I apologise
to the rescue horse

preparing fish
for the curry dinner—
purrs of ginger

Hazel Hall



no room for wild things
she embraces
her expulsion

grief
the third pint
taking the edge off

ignoring the wet paint sign
his bottom
"under new management"

butterfly farm
my granddaughter asks
how they milk them

Tracy Davidson
Twitter: @tracydavidson27

https://twitter.com/tracydavidson27


Peter Jastermsky
Ray Caligiuri



midnight in Kyiv
the slow descent of

snow and ashes

come on--
the RV rocks in
a rest stop lot

IRS refund
one full tank
of gas

William Scott Galasso



at the cemetery
a chance meeting
of someone alive
you thought
dead

delusions run
in and out of my mind
nightmare alley

family visit
the silence of the room
broken by a yawn

Terrie Jacks





new neighbor
no trespassing
above the welcome mat

hospital discharge
she begs me
to stay

the proud phrase
in a child's haiku
long potassium

Justin Brown



pulpit pastors –
once we fished
women

melon market
a pot-belly man
and his pick

night swimming
I keep the moon
on my chest

end of the day
paying the mean barber
with a fart

unspeaking neighbours
waiting on their dogs
to untangle

Adjei Agyei-Baah



two bouquets
of carnations

one for my mother

my
kiss-ass
boyfriend

Kathabela Wilson - Jackie Chou



a crooked lamp

tipped over
in the darkness

I decide
to use it
as a cane

Taura Scott, Jackie Chou, Kathabela Wilson





late migration
a foreclosure sign
taped to the door

apology
the unceasing intention
of buds

Lorraine A Padden



Delta Blues

hopscotch

through the grid
a first breach
of chalk lines

a sudden downpour

before the collapse
a levee leans
to the right

scrubs our footprints

thick as mud
the last words
of simon says

Lorraine A Padden
Peter Jastermsky



agrarian         cycles          the          waves          of          grain&           invaders

helicopterturnedinferno         tumbling         across         fields         of         snow

a scorched tank dots . the snow-covered flatland

Lev Hart



the fracture of their disdain

molotov cocktail
what passes
for forgiveness

Robert Moyer/Kelly Sauvage



the unremarkable
fit of her jeans
supermarket sushi

betrothed a sunburn in february

***

i should have been
a riot grrrl

but i never got a memo
about the movement
while cruising campus

in my maternity wear

Kelly Sauvage



another women’s day
I carry the mountain
meant to climb

social media-
judging the book
by its cover

Priti Khullar



between us
an unclaimed experience -
Indeterminacy

the first-person pronoun   evacuation

dharma bum -
a thought
circles itself

Vijay Prasad



the pain
of each day of war
weeds

song of the wind
crossing my mind
a silence

Françoise Maurice



Birthmark

She is ‘Pinky’, yes this is what inmates call her. Inmates of a dark,
shabby building that only lights up by the night. She lives there with
her eight year old who aspires to become an engineer. Unfortunately,
the tag he wears would not let him be.

Her only wish is to see her child leave these dingy lanes and step out
into a brighter world. She trades herself for his dreams...each night.

shattered glass  —
wrapped in white muslin
another still born

Teji Sethi



Yahtzee
how lucky I am
to have found you

flatulence –
we can’t all go gently
into that good night

Susan Burch



Photo by: Sandra Šamec
Haiku by: Franjo Ordanic



twilight walk
the hovering shadow
of childhood

coaxed by relatives
from toppling into the grave
his will still unsigned

Mike Gallagher



ambush site
half a cup
of cold coffee

newsstand owner:
“I don't advertise at all –
brings in strangers”

vet tech to patient
“I’m sorry we took your testicles
but you’ll be all right”

melting snow
the band breaks up
defunked

David Oates



traffic jam
she calls to ask
if I got her text

rainy day deep end of the couch

tax season
some mistakes are made
on purpose

Tim Cremin



high tea
memories
in waiting

blue moon
a new groom
folds his socks

social distancing
wearing the perfume
my grandmother gave to me

Scrabble
on a first date
praying: no Q !

Kelly Sargent



black cat
confirming the suspicions
of a mouse

contractions
she says
it's my fault

deep in the pines
i find myself
lost

death poem
my ink
runs dry

first week of college
asking advice
from the bartender

Rich Schilling



climate change
finding the bright side
of forest fire

Blood Moon
the phlebotomist tells me
I have beautiful veins

Omicron
the sudden relevance
of high school Greek

street jazz
the car alarm playing
a trumpet solo

classic movie
the yellow pages
in black and white

Helen Ogden



you really thought
you were all that and more
I thought otherwise

city on 7 hills
what fucking genius
came up with that?

garlic the hook
cilantro reels us in
heavenly dish enjoyed

George Schaefer



folded hospital sheets
dandelion seeds
fill the breeze

a cup half-full
first trip
to the bra shop

audio call
all through the meeting
split ends

Tyler McIntosh



saying it
just for the sound
pre - raff - ee - uh - light

their souls
released at last
strains of Agnus Dei

seppuku
a sharp knife poised —
over the burnt pot roast

Jay Friedenberg



AA meeting
one day at a time
one more time

spring moon
what her eyes are saying
I tell myself

nursing home
we tell Mom again
that Dad is dead

jazz arpeggio
what the wind is doing
to the leaves

Bill Kenney



doctor’s prescription –
ten pages a day
to reconcile with life

memory hodgepodge–
the old donkey, straw baskets,
juicy figs, granny’s hugs

Cristina Povero



ailing world
. . . cry me a river
in E minor

double rainbow –
she reminds me
of a Dali painting

arranged marriage –
groom's family ogle
the bride's ornaments





Milan Rajkumar



even mastodons exit through the gift shop

blood trillium—the wife frowns at his young receptionist

noon whistle…standing on my shadow’s head

sooty snow she flips a butt toward the curb

burning leaves…all the arguments we’ll never have

***

you never even called me by my name

when the rodeo cowboy’s woman bucked him for his buddy the new
couple left town in the cowboy’s tu-tone black&white ‘52 Buick, and
the morning paper reported that the lovers died (semi-clad and
intertwined, a witness said) when the big car crashed through an
overpass rail, and the bronc-buster suffered the crush of their bones
in his own bones, in each fracture and every scar earned during his
mediocre career on the dusty circuit, one stampede to the next

thunderbolts
the ups and downs
of a merry-go-round

Philip Whitley



starry night
I count in silence
my bright dreams

Joanna Delalande



Oscar Luparia: poem, Joanna Delalande: drawing



born on the 3rd of July
firecracker
with a short fuse

his bald spot
almost as big
as his blind spot

learning new tricks
from old dogs
flea circus

Charles Harmon



family gathering
our retriever tunnels
under the table

Martin Luther King Day
the kids sing we shall overcome

by heart

the quilting circle
stitching yellow petals
over blue borders

the bell tone
of our wine glasses
cruising stars

Jo Balistreri



Light Years

scent of to tobacco
his calloused hand
holding mine

 bang BANG - bang BANG -
dad and I fixing the roof

puddle hopping
he sets the rhythm
to my tiny steps

counting UFOs
the light years
between us

two sparrows ripple
blue blue sky

I love you
father's deathbed
confession

Elisa Theriana, Lev Hart



unlucky pants a bad trip uncuffed

muckraking for truth the one safe mushroom

all week . this rain . regrets nothing

Peter Jastermsky





prayer beads
on the windowsill
neurologist’s letter

Tim Roberts



a year
with covid
52 pickup

parallel world
god is
an anagram

he had
the stones
for jazz

(remembering Charlie Watts)

LeRoy Gorman



I wrote a senryu
but I wonder if it's senryu
an eraser in my hand

no umbrella
but singing in the rain...
just teens

Tsanka Shishkova



scrolling down a fisherman’s tale late night kindle

the tone of his apology window dressing

her words freeze dried

Madhuri Pillai



The Side Of The Road

my son's puppy
at the side of the road
dead for sixty years?

will I die?
my nod followed by silence
and then, oh rats!

when you're dead, you're dead
forever and ever, but
you get used to it.

***

Boys Will Be

out of the culvert
comes our caped hero
splashing sunlight

New Year's Day
not one American child
has shot another



safe corridor
a boy picks up
a bomblet

Chuck Brickley
www.chuckbrickley.com

http://www.chuckbrickley.com/


soft sound
of thumbs tapping—
a new haiku

***

The Last Errand

I believe we all own ourselves and must always be prepared to make
hard choices. One of them is to know when it’s time to check out
before it is too late. I will not be a burden to anyone. The doctor’s
blunt manner was oddly comforting, as he described the stages of my
looming decline. My wife wept. I’ve had a good life, and a longer one
than many enjoy. Not wanting to leave untidy affairs, I spent a few
days preparing for my departure. I’m blessed in so many ways. Now
it’s time to man up. I kiss my wife goodbye as she leaves to run
errands.

sipping top-shelf Scotch
while the garage fills with fumes—
my final poem

Thomas Cirtin



a baby cries
in the darkness of a cradle -
rainy day

un bimbo piange
nel buio di una culla –
giorno di pioggia

Dennys Cambarau



in antique cafes
searching for new places
to be a stranger

over lattes
freshmen debating their new
pet causes

low tide —
you only tell me the truth
when you’re lonely

city rain
watering down
my coffee

Ash Evan Lippert
@mossinsnow

https://twitter.com/mossinsnow


Last Call

hearing his voice

txt msg
asking if he wants to chat
before the end

in the spring rain

clinging
to the torn screen
white moth

death draught

in a tea bowl
matcha settles
the god’s unceasing thirst

Dyana Basist



ill at ease
among the trophy wives…
her degree certificate

third gin and tonic
the man on the moon
answers me back

super cali fragilistic
expi ali
dough shirts

Bisshie



trip to Mars
reserved in advance
a burial plot

waning moon ....
my toddler asks
when I'd be younger

mooning ....
over the frozen canal
beaver mounds

memory care
the ceiling fan's
lower setting

Wonja Brucker



scrubbing pots
tiny bubbles dance
briefly

Gil Jackofsky



daylight savings
bathroom scale
a pound behind

two pills
left in the pill box
free week end

lunch break
a perfect stranger
takes my park bench

Ron Scully



Highway slowdown
tailgated
by a hearse

Musty raincoat
missing the feeling
of missing her

DNR last breath
the hardest thing
is doing nothing

Standing by the pond
watching my reflection
fade away

Mike Fainzilber
@MFainzilber

https://twitter.com/mfainzilber


Mediterranean café terrace
I am the only one
alone

deaths of despair
civilization keeps
its head down

fake news
the ducks mistake me
for someone with food

Stockholm syndrome
child
hood

Tim Murphy



country jam
singing romantic songs
near the outhouse

buying potato chips—
he claims to be
a vegan

caught on tape—
a stranger puts his dog poo
in my trash bin

Monday
unable to find two socks
that match

John J. Han



retirement
still counting the days
until Friday

straining at the yoke
senryu trying
to get out

Claire Vogel Camargo



all-night diners
all together...
alone

his nightly snoring--
never imagined
missing it

long winter
only so many ways to serve
butternut squash

pandemic dilemma
finding the zen garden
padlocked

power outage at night
left in the dark...
in the dark

Kim Klugh



Fueled by
coffee and tacos,
Austin startup.

Jeffrey L. Taylor



rose covered casket —
alone in our thoughts
our hearts become one

Stephenie Story



pre-surgery
the extra weight
of my husband's ring

the unwritten...
lips pressed against
my journal

a bird house painted
For Daddy
never used

rain drips
from a gargoyle's nose
flu season

Agnes Eva Savich



silence between us is the moon waxing or waning

bedtime story
rainbow sprinkles melt
in the sink

Elaine Wilburt



red wheelbarrow so much depends on rain

the rustic path
we used to walk. . .
an asphalt road

can't sleep
again
thinking in haiku

dentist's office
the vacuum sweeper
in my mouth

Wilda Morris
http://wildamorris.blogspot.com/

http://wildamorris.blogspot.com/


Downdraft

tin on the woodpile

steady tapping
her hickory cane
against the porch rail

rain stripes

a moat
around the outhouse
virginia creeper

hide the mouse

behind a tarot sign
the window shade
lifts then falls

***



Two of the Ten Brightest

The little girl made hand shadows on the wall. A degree symbol is not
unlike the moon? You agree, then, that there is something
somewhere? And little by little the medusa fades a little more? Your
eyes are ricocheting again. Those damn wasps are making a nest in
the eaves. So, what do we do now that the screws in my spine have
settled in? You’re laughing! Yes, I believe we are all due to collide with
escaping time.

over leftovers
we talk
about infinity

Vicki Miko
http://www.vickimiko.com

http://www.vickimiko.com/


the missile
lands in an armchair
Russian invasion

my mask upside
down and inside
out new world

a long call
to my isolated daughter…
hugging the phone

Myron Lysenko



blooming again
the grandmother 's rose -
news from beyond

on her jacket -
make love not war
in a strange world



Carmen Duvalma



kneading the dough
with more force than usual
...soliloquy

Baisali Chatterjee Dutt
Twitter: @bchattdutt

https://www.instagram.com/bchattdutt/?hl=en


earth Day
dust up
over a leaf blower

overcrowded bookshelves
giving poets
the floor

a pebble
next to the milestone…
turning 61

ice cream
straight from the carton--
alone again

Laurie Greer



her thumbprints on the wedding contract   dried violet

dry crayon box her forgotten dreams

dusk deepening her dimples filled with tears

rouged cheeks of a teen girl   tangerine sky

her shadow on the aisle   trodden rose petals

rag doll in the dump her self-image

her nose pin a winter star in the sky

twilight murmuration overshadowing her freewill

Hifsa Ashraf



trespass –
my daughter's boyfriend
flirts with her mom

Kevin Valentine



Senryu by Kevin Valintine
Artwork by Steve Valentine



autumn sea -
the old man knows
the storm is short

Frida's flowers...
inebriated by the colors
and her voice

Elisa Allo



drunk father
begging him not to touch
the icicles

evening news
putting into the rubbish bin
the date seed i kept

Irina Guliaeva



backwards glance
seeing all the mistakes
she's made

f#@k-a-doodle do
the rooster and i both cranky
with time change

Nancy Brady
http://www.nbsmithblog.wordpress.com

http://www.nbsmithblog.wordpress.com/


Valentine's Day
scented candles
for cats

lanterns lit
next to a chapel
the first beetles

Mircea Moldovan



debate over custody
we are linked through
what separates us

refugee children
refusing to sleep in a normal bed…
four weeks of war

gravestones
I know who is who
by the type of lichen

Maya Daneva



Elizabeth Crocket



Hiding (躲藏)

crying
every time I see the sea
mom’s ashes

for generations
same lullaby

cold breeze
the effort to suppress
this genetic code

hiding again…
hermit crab’s
brand new home

health magazine
I try a fad diet

wistful smile
a little candle
burns out

躲藏

連軌詩

作者：瑪雅 · 達內娃(荷蘭) + 火の鳥(紐西蘭)
中文翻譯：火の鳥

每次眺望大海

我都忍不住流淚



母親的骨灰

同一首催眠曲

代代相傳

冰冷的海風

我努力壓抑

遺傳基因

再一次躲藏⋯

寄生蟹找到了

新家

嘗試健康雜誌

推薦的新食療

傷感的微笑

一盞小小蠟燭

燃盡

Maya Daneva and Sherry Grant



the sound of silence
palpable . . .
as i call my cat

the way i am now—
courtesy of
Nancy Drew

Jill Lange



‘Blue Monday’ -
the last slice of pudding
yields a cherry

toasted pitta bread
letting off steam
between classes

‘call day or night’ undertaker’s street sign

squally afternoon:
the card I’m about to post
almost flies itself

Maeve O'Sullivan



April fools day
the girl tricks
the cat

first day of April
the boy hides glue
in his hat

Zaidee Pisani-Lysenko



another wrinkle…
no more place
on the tally stick

Mona Iordan



a tooth fairy
found shopping
at the gap

anniversary gift
filling her old sweater
with new cleavage

early morning
heard across the pond,
"SHUT the DUCK up!"

funeral day --
whispering how he always
thought outside the box

grandpa
finally addicted to viagra
grandma took it hard

lockdown -
quiet time with myself
turns into a party

Carol Raisfeld



good news --
I can wait
another year

even now
the child's prayer
one more snow

James Lindley
@duendeenf

https://twitter.com/duendeenf?lang=en


age of aquarius—
a corrective lens for
my third eye

message
in the bottle—
have another

marina neighbour
making waves
with his girlfriend

can you hear me now?

sleet—
my thoughts neither
here nor there

P. H. Fischer



yard sale
somebody else’s
fond memories

empty bowl
my cat’s
pleading eyes

Sherry Grant



The Chase

milking time
the cow shed cat
sits up for cream                  (ron)

sheep chases
the shepherd (zoe)

Doris the pig
snorts at the door
for breakfast                          (ron)

music box
a pony spinning
after its tail (zoe)

a feisty gander attacks
Mother's bare legs (ron)

blue heeler
a screaming
mailman (zoe)

Ron C. Moss and Zoe Grant



anyway
my friends like them
rejected submits

wonky
hillside snowman
hat on straight

Jackie Maugh Robinson



as the days pass…
the war news in our papers
now on page 6

gluing the chipped cup…
all the ways I have changed
since you left

night curfew
my son asks if the ghosts
know it too

Vandana Parashar



marking time
with the passing
of neighbors

wedding day
driftwood
stuck in the ice

Jacob Blumner



paleo
signing for dinner
with my finger

ripping off Shiki
offing a mosquito
a sudden loneliness

fruit flies
again I swat
at the cursor

Jeffrey McMullen



alone with their predicament

have you ever met someone who really needed you   yes we all have
so offer them your friendship   let it flow through the air they 'think'
is between you

a less confusing world with a heartfelt smile

***

taking less giving more

if you want others to truly love you  just stop fighting who they are
dont try to make them what you are   intellect is not a thing of real
value   wisdom is compassion not 'smarts'   once i learned that and
put it into my heart i finally saw my true position in the universe   to
be me and let others be themselves and decidedly not me   they need
to work out their own selves   it may get ugly on the road to your true
self   but at least you will have 'me' to be there with you

needs
they keep appearing
mosquitos on the trail

***



play half of what you normally play

the title above is advice that miles davis gave to his bass player joseph
'foley' mccreary. foley said that advice led to some of his best
performances. it was advice miles took to heart in his own playing
too. we can all put it into practice in our lives. just 'think' half as
much. let your time be filled with just being wherever you are

the sound between
defines them
waves on the shore

Mike Rehling ‘Failed’ Editor
editor@failedhaiku.com

(all work copyrighted by the authors)

mailto:editor@failedhaiku.com

